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The followingreport  is 
comprised ofdata from

numerous Chatter Buzz 
partner platform providers.
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W e researched our top 10 performing blog posts

based on total traffic and social shares.

From our data, we made the following conclusions

(for our  ow n content):

It’s important to note these findings are based on our own 

data and reflect our own work. W hat works for us may 

not w ork  for you. You may need to experiment to find

the right fit.

The longer your post is, the higher 

chance  you have of ranking.1.

The length of your post does not  

necessarily indicate more social shares.2.

Our top-ranking headlines were about 11

words long.3.

Quality images improve content  

readability and positively correlate w ith   

higher rankings and shares.

4.



Data Table
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SECTION 1: TOP TEN TRAFFIC POSTS



Word Count and Rankings
SECTIO N  2: TOP TEN  T R A FF IC POSTS

1.

2.

3.

4,066
Average number of words  

per post

815,624
Average number of visits

2
Average rank on Google

What can we learn from this data?

You have a better chance of getting your
post to rank if it’s over 2,500 words.

The higher your posts rank on Google, the  better chance you 

have of getting traffic  to yourwebsite.

High-competition keywords typically  require more in-

depth content to rank and drive traffic.
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1.

2.

3.

11
Average number of words  

in our headlines

20
Average number of images  

in our posts

203
One image for every 203  

words in our posts

What can we learn from this data?

Longer posts require more images to help

tell a complete story and improve readability.

Concise headlines that communicate clear

benefits improve clicks and traffic.

Placing visual content (images, videos,  etc.) every 

2 0 0  words in your posts  correlates positively 

w ith  higher rankings,  shares, and traffic.
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Headlines and Images
SECTION 3: TOP TEN TRAFFIC POSTS



Data Table
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SECTION 4: TOP TEN SHARED BLOG POSTS



Word Count and Social Shares
SECTION 5: TOP TEN SHARED BLO G POSTS

For Chatter Buzz, Pinterest is an incredibly powerfu l  

social platform. If you aren’t already active on it, you  may

want to look into it.

1.

2.

The takeaway? Strong visual content and headlines  

including numbers and stats appear to influence social  

shares more than content length.

3.

5,313 Average numberof  
words per post for  
top shares

What can we learn from this data?

2.4K
Average numberof  
total socialshares

313.5
Average number of  
shares onFacebook

636.2
Average numberof  
shares onLinkedIn

1484
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Average numberof  
shares onPinterest

The average length of our top  shared posts is longer  than

our highest traffic posts. This contrasts w ith other  available

data on the web claiming that shorter content  may get more 

shares on social media.



Images, Infographics, and Headlines
SECTION 6: TOP TEN SHARED BLO G POSTS

1.

2.

Strong images are essential for social shares.

However, they need to be strategically placed to

help fill in the knowledge gap for your reader.

11 words appears to be the optimal headline

length for our ow n content.3.

265
Word count to image ratio

120
Number of social 
shares  per image

11
Average number of 
words  per headline

What can we learn from this data?
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Conclusion
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SECTION 7

Headlines should be about 11 words long.

Sub-headers should be about 8.

1.

2.

There should be an image for every 225
words (approximately).

3.

Long posts benefit from having a clickable table  of 

contents to provide a better user experience.
4.

Pinterest may be an underutilized channel  

for content marketers.
5.

Longer length (2,500+ words) correlates positively  

with higher search engine rankings.
6.

The length of a post doesn’t matter as much for  

social shares.
7.

If you want social shares, write relevant content for  

your audience that includes strong visuals.
8.

9.

LinkedIn is a great place to post your content to  

get your audience to share it.
10.

This is a lot of data! Here are some condensed concluding thoughts:

The number of click to tweet options that are in
your blog may affect social shares.



Manage Your Blog Better

With Chatter Buzz

You now have starting points for blog content length. When it’s time to plan,
write, optimize, and promote your content, consider Chatter Buzz. Our 
content marketing development and promotions delivers ROI to your 

content investment. Don’t just blog for the sake of ”blogging” , let Chatter 
Buzz help show you how content can provide leads. 

HOW WE WORK GET A FREE AUDIT


